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I N THE November 1968 issue of timis Review,
Leonall C. Andersen and Jery L. Jordan published a
study which reported results relating to ti-me response
of GNP to monetary and fiscal actions. Since then,
there have been a mmmmmber of articles which have
analyzed and challenged these fimmdings.2 Even
thommgh the final returns are prohahiy not imi yet, one
has to be impressed witim the way timeir results have
withstood the criticism to which they have been
subjected.tm

The Andersen-Jordan artieie was concerned with
the relative impact of monetary vs. fiscal actions,
testing hypotimeses relating to the magnitude, speed,
and reliability of the response of GNP. Yet one of the
nmore interesting implications of time St. Louis equa-
tion (the reduced-form equation developed iii their
article) was that GNP responds quickly to monetary
actions amid that time adjustment is essentiaiiy com-
pleted imm a year’s time. Timis finding ran contrary to
the prevailing view at ti-mat timne, which was based, imm
part, on results obtained by large eeonometmic models.
For exanmpie, the Federal Reserve — MIT econometric
model, a model specifically designed to quantify the
effect of monetary actions on the economy, concluded

Leonail C. Andersen and Jerry L. jomdami, “Monetary amid
Fiscal Actions: A Test of Their Relative Importance in Eco-
mmomic Stabilization,” this Review (November 1968), pp.
11-24.

iRepresentative exammmples are Frank deLeemmw and John Kaich-
bremmner, “Monetamy amid Fiscal Actmomms: A Test of Their
Relative Imnportance in Ecommomic Stahmhzatmomm — Coomnrmemmt,
this Review (April 1969), Imp. 6-11; Riclmard C. Davis, “How
Much Does Mommey Matter? A Lcmok at Sommme Recemmt Evidexmce,”
Federal Reserve Bammk of New York Monthly Review (Jmmmme
1969), pp. 119-31; i’ranco Modighaimi, “Monetary Policy and
Ccmnsimmption: Limmkages via Interest Rate and Wealth Effects
in the FMP Model,” Consumer Spending and Monetary
Policy: The Linkages (Proceedings oi a Mommetam’y Comifcremmce
held omm Nammtncket Island, Spommsored by Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston, June 1971), pp. 59-74; Lawmemmce R. Kleimm,
“Empirical Evidence on Fiscal and Monetary Models,” imm

ammmes J. Dianiommd ( ed. ) , Li-sues in Fiscal a,m1 Monetary
Policy: The Eclectic Economist Views the Conmtroversy

DePaul Umversmty, 1971), mum. 35-50; amid Alan S. lilimmder
and Robert M. Solow, “Analytical Foundatiomms of Fiscal
Policy,” The Economics of Public Finance (Washington,
D.C.: The Brookings Institutiomm, 1974), pp. 63-71.

tm
Professor Klein, for cxammmpie, draws time following conclusion:

“Hard econometric evidence poimmts to the fact that large
structural models stand imp at least as ‘veIl as small rcchmccd
form mimodels.” [Kleimm, “Empirical Evidence on Fiscal and
Monetary Models,” p. 49.}

“timat nmonetary policy is ultimately quite powerful
hut that time lags are iommg.”~

Timere is aim imidication that some of the large
economet~e models imave been modified in such a
way timat time inmpact of monetary actions now appears
to be quicker than in earlier versions.tm For time most
part, however, time St. Louis equation continues to
stand apart from othmer models, showing that virtually
all of the GNP response to cbmanges in money occurs
imm about a year, thoughm memmtion should he made of
ammother model — the Laffer-Ranson model.6 Arthur
Laffer and David Ranson not only found a quick
response to monetary actions, hut thmey concluded
timat nmommetary actiorms have an immediate and per-
mamment effect on time level of GNP, rejecting time
presemmce of any lags at all.

The purpose of timis note is to report time results
of estimatimmg time St. Louis equatiomm with mommthmiy’
data and thereby simarpen our understanding of the
lag in time effect of mommetary and fiscal actiomms. l’he
question beimig asked imere is wimetlmer the St. Louis
equatiomm continues to hold whmemm mnonthly data are
tmsed imm time estimnatiomm. It is well-kmmowmm ammmong eco-
nomic analysts that the use of data aggregated over
time can introduce a bias in the resuits.~

Vu hi.

Time data used to estimate the St. Louis equation
commsisted of chammges in mmominal GNP as time depend-
emit variable and alternative measures of mommetamy
and fiscal actions as time independemmt variable. For
pmmrposes of commmpam’isomm hmere, only the specificatiomm

41”m-ank deLeeuw and Edward M. Crammmliclm, ‘The Federal
Reserve — MIT Econometric Model,” Federal Reserve Bul-
leti,m (Jasmoary’ 1968), pp. 11-40.

‘Sec Gamy Fmonmm aimd L. B. Klein, “The NBER/NSF Model
Comnparisomi Semmmirsmar ‘.Amm Ammalysis of Resnmlts,’’ forthmcommmimmg
i’m Annals of Ecormomic and Social Mea.su remcrmt.

iAmthur B. Lalfer and B. David Ranscmn, ‘A Formal Model of
the Ecdmnomy-,’’ The Journal of Bn,siness ( Jnly 1971), mmmm.
247-60.
Yair Mmmdlak, “Aggregation Over Timmmc in Distrihimted Lag
Models, I,mternational Economic Review (May 1961), pp.
154—63, amid William B. Brvamm, “Bank Adjustmnemmts to Momme—
tary Policy: Alternative Estimmmatcs dmf the Lag,” Anmcrica,m
Economic Review (September 1967), pp. 855-64.”
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Summary of Lag Response
Monthly vs. Quarterly Specification

Sample Period: 1953-1973

EFFECT OF FISCAL ACTIONS
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preferred by Andersen and Jordamm is used. That
specification used nmommey, mmarrowly defimmeci as denmanci
deposits and currency held by time public, as time

measure of the monetary variable, and high-employ-
memmt Federal expenditures as the nmeasure of the
fiscal variable.

EFFECT OF MONETARY ACTIONS
Cumulated Multipliers Cumulated Multipliers
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monthly estimates of the seasonall adjusted money
data.

\Vith regard to a monthly meas-

ure of fiscal actions, no such measures are available
on a seasonally adjusted basis. Though cornp~ex
methods of interpolation could probably be developed
using the Treasury’s “Monthly Statement of Receipts
and Expenditures,” the procedure followed here was
to interpolate 1inearly between quarterly estimates of
high-employment Federal expenditures. The quarterly
observations were assumed to be equal to expenditures
for the mid—month of the quarter. and expenditures
for the intervening months were calculated by linear
interpolation.

The estimation proceeded by specifying the same
constraints as used by Andersen-Jordan in their study.
The equation was estimated with ordinar least
squares and the lag structure was estimated 1w the
Almon htg technique. The polynominal was COW

strained to fourth degree but several lag lengths were
examined. In each case the coefficients on the ( t —f- 1)
and (t —- n) lags were constrained to zero. The
sample period used was 1953 through 1973.

The estimated equations are showfl in the accorn~
panying table and a wsual summary is givefl in the
accompanying chart. The results for the St. Louis
equation estimated with monthly data are compared
with the quarterly specification. The R2 and the stand-
ard error are lower for the monthly specification, and
the Durbm-Watson statistic suggests the presence of
negative autocorrelatiwi in the residuals.

Examination of these results indicates that the
general quarterly pattern of coefficients on the mone-
tary and fiscal variables is reproduced with the
monthly data. The sums of the coefficients for the
monetary and fiscal variables are little different from
those for the quarterly model. though there is some
indication that the monthly’ data show a smaller total
impact for monetary actioi~s. However, since per-
sonal income is smaller than CNP, the difference
in monetary impact can be interpreted as being at—
tnbutable to the difference in scale of the dependent
variable.

The pattern of lagged response to monetary action,
is also reproduced with the monthly data. The optimal
lag length, winch was determined by estimating with
successively longer lags until the lagged coefficients
trailed off into insignificance, appears to be about 16
months which is consistent with 5 ulwirters when
estimated with quarterly data. That period, when 50
percent of the monetary impact has occurred, is
roughly the same fur the two data sets. The quarterly
model indicates that a)most 50 percent of the impact
occurS In’ the second quarter. which conforms \viti~
die monthlv result indicating one-half of the impact
by the eighth month.

The pattern of response to fisea~actions requires
additional comment, Since the monthly fiscal variable
is a linear interpolation of quarterly observations,
reproducing the result of the quarterly model might
not seem surprising.S The quarterly version of the
St. Louis equation yields a total fiscal rnu]tiplier of
0.61 which is not significantly different from zero at
the 5 percent level. however, reproduction of these
quarterly results for the monthly versiu~comes as a
surprise because the dependent variable, personal
income, includes transfer payments which are also
included in the fiscal variable on the right hand
side of the equation. There is some indication of
bias though, because scale considerations alone
would imply a sum fiscal coefficient for time inontlily
specification of less than 0.61.

The St. Louis equation was estimated using monthly’
data, Using changes hi personal income as the de~
pendent variable rather than changes in GNP, the
results were consistent with those obtained with
quarterly data. Results were preseiitecl providmg evi-
dence in support of conclusions re1ath~gto the magni-
hide ~mdspeed of the impact of mdlletary and fiscal
actions as clenveci from quarterly data. Use of mullthly’
data thus appear to cany the potentia’ for evaluating
the thrust of monetary and fiscal actions before quar-
terN data on GNP becomeav’ailablu.

It should be notect that for the n iou! lily version he ‘‘t’’
statisl.ic.s for the fiscal variable are probably biased upward
because the number of indepm~c!e~it observati 0]~S is overstated
as a result of intorpolatioii.
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